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Abstract

We advance a knowledge-based learning method that
augments conventional generalization to permit con-
cept acquisition in failure domains. These are domains
in which learning must proceed exclusively with failure
examples that are relatively uninformative for conven-
tional methods. A domain theory is used to explain
and then systematically perturb the observed failures
so that they can be treated as if they were positive
training examples. The concept induced from these
"phantom" examples is exercised in the world, yield-
ing additional observations, and the process repeats.
Surprisingly, an accurate concept can often be learned
even if the phantom examples are themselves failures
and the domain theory is only imprecise and approxi-
mate. We investigate the behavior of the method in a
stylized air-hockey domain which demands a nonlin-
ear decision concept. Learning is shown empirically
to be robust in the face of degraded domain knowl-
edge. An interpretation is advanced which indicates
that the information available from a plausible quali-
tative domain theory is sufficient for robust successful
learning.

1 Introduction

1.1 Learning in Failure Domains

In some domains negative examples are as helpful as
positive ones. Negative examples can be viewed as
positive examples of a different concept. Characteriz-
ing and then complementing that concept provides a
characterization of the original target concept. How-
ever in other domains, which we call failure domains,
characterizing a concept by means of negative exam-
ples may be difficult. A failure domain is a domain
where negative examples are relatively uninformative
and yet provide the only feedback available.

Consider the problem of learning a single salchow
jump in ice skating. Until a skater’s behavior is nearly
correct all of the attempted jumps are crashing fail-
ures. Thus much of the skater’s learning must occur
exclusively with negative trials. Furthermore, failing
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to land the jump provides little information. There
are so many alternative ways of failing that it hardly
helps to enumerate them.

Failure domains should be difficult to learn. Yet the
single salchow jump is learned quite quickly by the
average dedicated skating student. How can this be?
Perhaps the concept space is small, so that the learn-
ing problem requires only a few examples of any sort.
But this is clearly not the case in the skating domain.
A skater’s trajectory is influenced by the positions, ve-
locities, and accelerations of many body joints. Small
changes in any of these variables may result in vastly
different behaviors.

Perhaps the concept space, while large, is dense with
goal concepts. After empirically ruling out a few, the
student would then have a good chance of entertaining
an acceptable hypothesis. But imparting just the right
rotational momentum, twirling for the right interval,
and stopping rotation while keeping one’s balance on
a knife edge is not a common occurrence in the space
of possible skating behaviors.

A third possibility is to define the single salchow
as a coaching problem. Certainly an insightful skating
coach can greatly aid the student. However, no amount
of prior coaching, reading, discussing, or mental exer-
cise can result in the student’s first attempt being even
close to a success. There is no substitute for the initial
spate of negative trials. Acquiring the jump remains
quintessentially a learning problem for the student.

The salchow jump is only one illustration of a failure
domain. Other examples include learning to walk, play
the violin, land an airplane, cook a fluffy souffle, and
write a successful AAAI paper. It is surprising that any
of these tasks can be learned quickly, since the learner
must initially rely solely on failures for guidance.

Conventional learning approaches encounter difficul-
ties in domains of this type. For example, reinforce-
ment learning (Kaelbling, Littman and Moore 1996)
and genetic algorithms (Goldberg 1989) rely on exten-
sive exploration of the world, which may consume ex-
ponentially many examples before any successes are en-
countered. Good performance in failure domains may
require the use of prior domain knowledge, which can
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Figure 1: Interactive Learning Figure 2: Air-Hockey

be difficult to express in the "vocabulary" of genetic
operators, neural net topologies, initial Q table entries
and the like, even if one knows a fair amount about
the task of interest.

We have developed and tested a machine learning
approach for one type of failure domain. Our approach
grew from investigations of plausible explanation-
based control (DeJong 1994), in which qualitative
domain knowledge (Forbus 1984; Kuipers 1986) 
combined with exploration of the world to generate
decision-making concepts. We describe the method-
ology behind our approach, the implementation and
performance of an algorithm, and suggest an interpre-
tation of the results we have obtained.

1.2 "Phantom" Decisions

We call the approach "phantom induction". It uses an
"on-line" learning paradigm (Natarajan 1991); prob-
lems are successively given to the learning system,
which generates solutions according to its current de-
cision strategy. Each hypothesized solution is tried out
in the world. This usually yields a failure, but some in-
formation is gained by the system observing the world’s
reactions to its decisions. Periodically, after accumu-
lating such traces of world behavior, the learning mod-
ule revises its decision strategy. (see Figure 1).

A problem is described as a pair (w,g), where w
is a world state and g the goal to be achieved. The
system uses its current decision strategy fe to generate
a decision f~(w, g). When this hypothesized solution is
tried out, the observed error is the difference between
the goal and the actual outcome that occurs in the
world.

Domain knowledge is employed to explain observed
world behavior. The observed error is propagated
through the explanation, resulting in a characteriza-
tion of the decision error for the hypothesized solu-
tion. From this decision error and the actual decision a
"phantom decision" dph is produced. According to the
system’s model of the world, choosing this phantom

decision in place of the original decision would have
yielded an adequate solution to the problem. Thus the
observed failure ((w, g), fc(w, is t ransformed intoa
"phantom" success ((w, g), dpa).

The phantom decision will achieve the goal only if
the domain theory is correct. But if the system’s do-
main knowledge is flawed the phantom decision is likely
to yield a failure. Suppose these phantom points are
nonetheless employed as if they were positive training
examples. Using an inductive algorithm, a new deci-
sion strategy is generated from the collection of phan-
tom observations. This process is iterated; given fur-
ther problems, the system attempts to solve them us-
ing its new decision strategy; from the observed world
behavior new phantom decisions are generated; these
are added to the collection of phantom observations,
which are used to generate another strategy.

It is noteworthy that domain knowledge is used to
perturb the observed training examples into phantom
training examples, without requiring any committment
to a particular inductive algorithm. It is intuitively
clear that the performance of this iterated phantom
induction process will depend on the accuracy of the
explanations. We conducted a sequence of experiments
which show that the method can be successful even
with a highly inaccurate domain theory. Surprisingly,
convergence need not be uniform; intermediate strate-
gies can perform dramatically worse than earlier strate-
gies and yet these poorly-performing strategies must
be exercised for the algorithm to converge to an ade-
quate strategy. We propose and test an interpretation
in which the success of the method is due to the in-
terplay between experimentation with the world and
knowledge-guided refinement.

2 The Domain
We constructed a failure domain using a simulated air-
hockey table. The task is to guide an incoming puck
to a goal position with a single deflection by a circu-
lar paddle (see Figure 2). In our experiments the goal



position, the viscous deflection of the wind, the puck’s
point of release, and the puck’s velocity are fixed but
the puck’s angle of release varies. The puck impacts the
paddle along a horizontal line L across the air-hockey
table. The paddle automatically tracks the position of
the puck and positions itself to direct the puck back
along its incoming path. Just before impact, the pad-
dle is offset horizontally along L so as to deflect the
puck in the direction of the goal. The offset is mea-
sured negatively to the left and positively to the right.

We use a discrete-time simulator of the air-hockey
table to compute the "world" puck behavior, taking
into account sliding friction, air resistance, and colli-
sion dynamics. The relationship between the puck’s
angle of release and the paddle offset needed to deflect
it to the goal position is highly non-linear.

2.1 Domain Knowledge

Let f* be the ideal strategy. This non-realizable func-
tion maps incoming puck angles to the correct offsets.
The learning problem is to find a good (necessarily
nonlinear) approximation to f*.

A strategy f that imperfectly approximates f* will
generate errors. If a is a puck angle, the offset f(a)
will deflect the puck to a point distance d from the
goal - d is the observed error (see Figure 2), measured
positively above the goal and negatively below it.

Let e* denote the ideal function which transforms
each observed error for the employed strategy f into
the correct decision error, so that using offset f(a) -4-
e* (d, a) instead of offset f(a) would have achieved the
goal. This error function e* is also highly nonlinear.

Knowledge of e* would allow each failure to be trans-
formed into a success. But knowledge of e* requires a
perfect domain theory. A system that possesses only
an imperfect domain theory will be able to compute
only some approximation of e*, denoted by e. What
characteristics should a domain theory possess so that
the approximation e generated by its knowledge is still
adequate to acquire a strategy f which is a good ap-
proximation to f* ?

Our investigation indicates that the following quali-
tative domain knowledge is sufficient:

¯ As the departing angle of the puck (angle b in Figure
2) increases, the value (not the absolute magnitude)
of the observed error d increases.

¯ As the offset increases (i.e. moves to the right), angle
b increases.

The system infers from this knowledge that the offset
error is a monotonically decreasing function of the ob-
served error; if the observed error is positive, the offset
needs to be decreased, and the amount of decrement
increases as the size of the observed error increases.

The inference of monotonicity is generated by the
explanation. In a more complex domain different ex-
planations might apply in different regions, generating
a variety of constraints. In each region of the space

phantom induction would proceed using the relevant
inferred constraint.

Simple error functions approximating e* (d, a) that
respect these qualitative constraints are linear in the
first argument (the observed error d) and ignore the
second argument (the puck angle a). Thus our experi-
ments examine error functions of the form e(d) = m. 
where m is a negative constant.

2.2 The Algorithm
The following algorithm instantiates the general phan-
tom induction algorithm:

1. Initialize f0 = O.

2. Set j = 0.

3. Fori=lton:

i: The environment generates a random puck angle
ai. This is the problem from our failure domain.

ii: Apply the current strategy to compute the sug-
gested paddle offset; oi = fj(ai).

iii: Observe the puck behavior and note the observed
error - the distance di between the final position
of the puck and the goal.

iv: Compute the estimated decision error from the
observed error using the error function e; this is
e(d~), the estimated error in the paddle offset.

v: Compute the "phantom" offset oi +e(di) obtained
¯ by adding the estimated offset error to the offset

oi that was tried; this is the phantom decision that
the system thinks would have, for puck angle ai,
driven the puck into the goal.

vi: Add the "phantom point" (a~, o~ + e(d~)) to the
set of training points.

4. Set j =j+l.

5. Generate a new strategy fj from the set of training
points.

6. Measure the performance of fj.
7. If the performance of fj is satisfactory, exit and re-

turn fj, otherwise return to Step 3.

3 Initial Experiments

We explored the algorithm’s sensitivity to the accuracy
of the error function e. In these experiments r~ is set
to ten; thus each strategy is sampled for ten inputs
before being replaced by a new strategy. The perfor-
mance of each strategy is measured by computing the
mean-squared observed error (msE) over an indepen-
dent, randomly generated, test set of size 100, during
which no phantom decisions are made and no learning
takes place.

In the experiments we employ an instance-based ap-
proach (Aha et al. 1991; Atkeson 1991). Strategy
values are computed by convolution of the phantom
points, as follows: Given a puck angle, a Gaussian is



centered at that puck angle. The paddle offset is com-
puted as a weighted average of all the phantom ob-
servations, the weights being determined by the values
of the Gaussian. In section 5 we consider alternative
strategy generation methods.

Experiments 1-4 explore the algorithm’s behavior as
the slope m of the error approximation function varies.
Figure 3 shows the results. The vertical scale plots the
logarithm of the msE.

3.1 Experiment 1" Best Linear Error
Function

Experiment 1 shows that using the best linear error
function yields performance very similar to the perfor-
mance using the perfect error function e*.

As discussed in section 2.1, knowledge of the ideal
error function e* would yield the correct decision for
each training example. Thus a collection of positive
examples can be accumulated. This was tested in Ex-
periment la and indeed performance converges rapidly
to a low error level. The rosE decreases quickly but
does not fall to zero because of the complexity of the
target function f*.

In Experiment lb the system uses as its decision
error function the best linear approximation to e*:
eI (z) = mt¯ z. It cannot accumulate positive exam-
ples as in Experiment la, but most of the phantom
decisions will be quite close to the correct decisions.
Thus a strategy based on these points should perform
quite well. Figure 3 indeed shows that eI results in
performance almost as good as in the case of e*.

Knowledge of e* and eI is unreasonable: e* requires
a perfect domain theory and eI depends on the ex-
tent and distribution of the still-unseen observation er-
rors. However, with these as standards of comparison,
we can now investigate the consequences of systemat-
ically decreasing the accuracy of the error approxima-
tion function.

3.2 Experiment 2: Underestimating
Error Function

Experiment 2 shows that using a smaller linear error
function results in a slower convergence rate.

Suppose the system uses a linear decision error func-
tion which underestimates the decision error (when
compared with the best linear approximation el). In
this case most of the phantom decisions will lie between
the actual decision and the correct decision. So one
would expect the error to fall slowly as the phantom
decisions gradually approach the correct decisions.

Figure 3 shows the results of Experiment 2 with
m = mr/5. When compared with the best linear ap-
proximation, we see that performance improves more
slowly, as expected. Continuing the graph beyond the
first 100 iterations would show that performance would
eventually reach the same level as in Experiment 1.
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Figure 3: Experimental l~esults

3.3 Experiment 3: Overestimating Error
Function

Experiment 3 shows that using a larger linear error
function also results in convergence. This may seem
surprising, because of the following argument:

Suppose the system uses a linear decision error func-
tion which overestimates the decision error (when com-
pared with the best linear approximation el). This
could result in the method "overcompensating" for pre-
vious errors. Too see this, consider a puck angle a and
suppose that the actual offset oz tried by the current
strategy is smaller than the correct offset o*. The ob-
served error dl will correctly indicate that o* lies above
oz, but since the estimated decision error is larger than
the true decision error the phantom offset Ol + m. dz
will be placed above o*. If angle a is chosen again, the
offset o~. used by a new strategy will be too large. The
observed error d2 will correctly indicate that o* lies be-
low o~., but the estimated decision error will again be
too large (in magnitude), and the new phantom offset
o9. + m. d2 will lie below o*. Errors may be magnified
by this overcompensation effect and one might expect
the algorithm to oscillate and possibly diverge.

Figure 3 includes results for two overestimates. Ex-
periment 3a uses m = 10mr; the error rises briefly
initially but then falls quickly to the convergence level.
Experiment 3b uses m ----- 50mr; thus each phantom
training point is placed about 50 times farther from
the correct decision than it should be. Initially the
observed error rises to a very large peak value (recall
that the graph shows the logarithm of the rosE; thus
the actual peak error value in Experiment 3b is more
than 12 orders of magnitude worse than the error gen-
erated by the initial strategy f0)- It then falls sharply
and continues to converge slowly.

If the error function systematically overestimates the
true decision error, the algorithm seems initially to di-
verge, with each strategy performing worse than its
predecessor. However after some time performance be-
gins to improve until once again a low error is reached.



It seems that instability is introduced but is then over-
come. As the amount of overestimation increases, the
msE rises for a longer time and to much larger values,
but it always eventually decreases and converges.

3.4 Experiment 4: Random Error
Function

Experiment 4 shows that using an error function which
varies randomly between smaller and larger estimates
results in little initial divergence followed by fairly
rapid convergence.

Imperfect domain knowledge may not produce an
error function which systematically over- or under-
estimates the decision error. Experiment 4 uses an
error function which sometimes underestimates the de-
cision error but at other times overestimates it. Here
e(d) = mr ̄  where mris uniformly distributed over
(mI/50,5Omt), so that the decision error fluctuates
randomly between being too small and too large. Fig-
ure 3 shows that the observed error does not rise very
much when compared with the systematic overestimate
in Experiment 3b, and also converges much faster than
the systematic underestimate in Experiment 2.

4 Interpretation

The results of Experiment 3 are somewhat surprising:
successful learning occurs even when the decision errors
are persistently over-estimated by large amounts. We
now advance an interpretation of this phenomenon.

Let e(d) = m. bethelinear decision error function,
a any puck angle, and f* the "ideal" function that
computes the correct offset. Without loss of generality
set f*(a) = 1, which amounts only to selecting the
units in which the observed error is measured.

Iteration 1: Assume angle a is selected. If the ob-
served error were accurate, d = f*(a)- fo(a), which
is 1, because the initial strategy f0 is identically zero.
Hence the estimated offset error is e(d) = m . d = 
and a phantom point is placed at (a, fo(a) + e(d)) 

Note that (depending on the exact value of m) this
phantom point may be farther away from the correct
value of 1 than the original guess of zero.

Iteration 2: After the first strategy is computed,
angle a is selected again. There is a phantom point
at (a,m), so fl(a) = m. The offset error is e(d) 
m. (f*(a) - fl(a)) (1- m) ~ 2 if weneglect
lower order terms, which is justifiable if m is "large".
A phantom point is placed at (a, fl(a) + e(d)) 
(a, m - 2) ~(a, -m2), neglecting lo wer order terms.

If m is large the phantom point at -m2 is farther
from the correct value (and on the opposite side) than
the previous phantom point at m. It appears that the
algorithm is diverging.

However, there are now 2 phantom points at a :
(a, m) and (a,-m2). Since each strategy is computed
by convolution of the phantom points, the next strat-

egy will pass through the average of the 2 phantom
points, so f~.(a) = 1/2. (m + (-m2)) ~ -m2/2.

Repeating this argument, we get:
A(a)
S2(a) 
A(a)
A(a)
and in general
fj(a) (- 1)j+1. (mJ/j!).

So the error, the distance between fj(a) and f*(a),
behaves, approximately, like mJ/j!. This initially in-
creases to a peak at rn ---- j and then decreases to zero
as j --~ oo. This may explain why the msE in Exper-
iment 3 first rises and then falls, and why the length
and magnitude of the rise increase as the quality of the
decision error approximation degrades.

5 Further Experiments: Alternative

Strategy Generation Methods

In the previous experiments each strategy was com-
puted by convolution of the training points. We now
investigate whether robust convergence depends on
this particular method of strategy generation. The
analysis in section 4 ascribes the algorithm’s stabil-
ity to the averaging effect of convolution. Hence
any method which also generalizes by "averaging" or
smoothing the training points should yield similar re-
sults. We tested this by replacing convolution with
other generalization techniques and repeating the ex-
periments discussed previously.

Experiments 1-4 were repeated using each of the
following generalization methods: convolution, regres-
sion, Fourier methods, and neural networks. We ob-
tained similar results for each method in all the exper-
iments. For space reasons we present only the results of
Experiment 3b: an overestimating decision error func-
tion (m : 50mr). Figure 4 displays the performance
of the different generalisation strategies in this exper-
iment. The error curves are quite similar.

5.1 Regression

Linear regression is a standard statistical smoothing
scheme. We used cubic polynomials; each strategy
is generated by fitting a cubic to the current set of
phantom training points. The fitted cubic specifies the
paddle offset for any puck angle. The learning algo-
rithm proceeds exactly as before. The resulting curve
is shown in figure 4 and displays the same behavior as
in the case of convolution: the error initially rises to a
high peak and then falls to convergence.

5.2 Fourier Methods
Fourier methods comprise another family of smooth-
ing techniques. Here we apply a Fourier transform
to the phantom training points, filter out the high-
frequency components, and use an inverse transform
to obtain a smoothed set of points. The strategy value
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Figure 4: Different Smoothing Methods

is then computed by linear interpolation between ad-
jacent smoothed points.

The results for convolution and regression also hold
for Fourier methods. Figure 4 includes the perfor-
mance of the Fourier technique in the same experiment.
The characteristic error curve is apparent.

5.3 Neural Networks

Neural networks also encode a generalization of their
input data. We discretized the continuous input data,
chose a simple network structure and used standard
back-propagation (Anguita 1993) to train the network
on the set of phantom training points. After training
the network constitutes the next strategy and interated
phantom induction proceeds as before.

This approach yields similar experimental results.
Figure 4 includes the performance of the network. The
peak of the error curve is considerably higher and per-
formance converges more slowly, but the basic shape
of the error curve is the same. Results are similar over
a wide variety of network configurations.

6 Conclusions
We have shown robust empirical learning of a nonlin-
ear decision concept. Each candidate decision strategy
is embodied by a non-linear numeric function. Most
of the learning must be accomplished without posi-
tive training data, and negative examples in domains
such as this provide little information. The iterated
phantom decision algorithm is still able to converge
efficiently to an adequate decision strategy.

The approach constructs "phantom" training data
through a knowledge-based alteration of the actual
world observations. Each observed example is system-
atically perturbed by an amount and direction dic-
tated by the explanation of its failure. Induction is
performed to generate the candidate strategy which
best describes the phantom training data. The selected
strategy is then employed to solve additional problems,

resulting in more phantom data which augment the
training set, and the process repeats.

The main result of the paper is that iterated phan-
tom induction converges quickly to a good decision
strategy. Domain knowledge is required for the ap-
proach, but a simple qualitative domain theory suffices
for convergence. A slope must be chosen to quantify
the qualitative error function. Correctly approximat-
ing the slope results in quickest convergence. A slope
which is too small attenuates the error feedback and
slows learning. A slope which is too large magnifies the
error, initially causing poor concepts to be used but,
even when the observed error grows extremely large,
further iterations overcome the error growth and the
algorithm converges to an accurate decision strategy.

While our initial results are promising, much re-
mains to be done. Future work will consider more
complex domains in which the explanations play a
more prominent role. It is also important to systemat-
ically compare iterated phantom induction with other
learning approaches. The background knowledge used
by phantom induction is employed in perturbing the
training data and does not permeate the induction ab
gorithm itself. This suggests a way of incorporating
prior knowledge into a broad class of conventional in-
duction algorithms.
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